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My Journey
My first time in France:

My name is Micah Stark and this 
summer I got to travel to France for the 
first time in my life. I spent time in Aix, 
swam in the Calanques and climbed 
mountains in Chamonix. A few themes 
followed through the whole trip so 
rather than put the pictures in 
chronological order I thought I’d group 
them based on commonality. 



Gig’em Ags in Every 
Place

Or, “A single pose for every picture”



A couple Gigs 
in Paris, 
including the 
Big Gig!!



Gigs with 
water!! 

Next page: A couple Scottish 
gigs!

The first is in Chamonix, the 
second at the Calanques! Both 
took quite the hike to get there!





One more Chamonix Gig!



We are Micah

Or, The friends I’ve made



First Micah pic in Paris, we didn’t know each 
other that well yet but this was the start of a 

great friendship!



Ok, so we didn’t take 
that many Micah pics 
but this is the one we 
took in Roussillon. I 
love all the friends 
I’ve made on this trip 
including Micah! 
Can’t believe its 
almost over. (The trip 
not the friendship)



Micah in High Places

Or, it’s too late to send me home!



Marseilles! Not 
exactly a high 
place but it 
gets better!



Chamonix with 
the boys!

Next: Living life on the 
edge in Marseilles, 
Cassis, and Edinburgh





Paragliding

Or, A good day to fly








Hiking

Or, my chronic foot pain



Hikes in the Calanques





Hiking in Chamonix





Hikes where I didn’t 
get a map. Top left 
at the Ochre trails 
in Roussillon. 
Bottom right was 
the Verdon Gorge, 
not exactly a hike 
but it was pretty!



Hiking in Mt. Victoire 
outside Aix







Good Times to be had

Or, The one where we drink



Me drinking Scottish whisky 
with my friend and his Uncle



Eiffel tower 
and a bottle, A 
little trashier 
than the 
previous slide



Non-Themed Pictures

Or, the one with everything else



A couple meals, 
one I made one 
I bought: Can 
you tell which 
is which?



Horse stables in Scotland!
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